
Search certificate number: 4184819601450001
Search number: 418481960145
 
This search certificate reflects the data contained in the PPSR as 18-07-2022 11:50:51 (Canberra Time)

PPSR Registration Details

There is no security interest or other registration kind registered on the PPSR against the serial number in the search criteria details.

18-07-2022 

Serial Number Search Certificate

This is a serial number search certificate for a serial number search

This search certificate is provided under section 174 of the Personal Property Securities Act 2009

Search Criteria Details
 
Serial number search type: VIN
Motor vehicle: 6t172sk200x805293
PPSR Registration state searched: Current

Additional Motor Vehicle Details - NEVDIS

Identifier number:
Vehicle type:
Body type:
Colour:
Registration plate number:
Registration expiry:
Year of manufacture:

6t172sk200x805293 
CAR / SMALL PASSENGER VEHICLE
STATION WAGON
SILVER OR CHROME
AW48GA
20-07-2022
No data recorded.

Identifier type:
Make:
Model:
Engine number:
State vehicle registered:

Year/Month of
compliance:

VIN
TOYOTA
CAMRY XV20 SER
5S4254084
NSW

1999-05

 
NEVDIS Written off Vehicle Notifcation:
NSW, 18 Jul 2008, Inspected

W07G [Water (salt or fresh) | Engine | Minor mechanical damage]

NSW, 13 Dec 2007, Repairable Write-off
W07G [Water (salt or fresh) | Engine | Minor mechanical damage]

 
NEVDIS Stolen Vehicle Notification:

Not recorded as stolen.

Tasmanian stolen vehicle information is currently unavailable from this service. For information about the status of Tasmanian vehicles, go to:
https://www.transport.tas.gov.au/MRSWebInterface/public/regoLookup/registrationLookup.jsf  (Note: you will need to provide the vehicle registration plate
number to search this site)

A stolen vehicle notification, or the absence of one, does not necessarily mean a vehicle is or is not stolen.

If there is a stolen vehicle notification you wish to enquire about, you should contact the police force in the State or Territory indicated immediately after
the date in the notification. The reference number at the end of the notification should be quoted as a part of your enquiry.

Please note that there may be multiple stolen notifications shown. A stolen notification can be for a VIN, Plate, Chassis and/or Engine.

Vehicle information is requested from Austroads NEVDIS database for each transaction involving a vehicle VIN or Chassis Number on the PPSR. The
data is not part of interests registered on the PPSR and it is presented without any guarantee regarding its accuracy.

The NEVDIS data is intended to assist users with checking that the VIN or Chassis Number they entered, along with information they have about the
vehicle from other sources, is accurate and to provide users with any data held on NEVDIS about a vehicle's stolen or written off status.

State and territory road agencies are the source of NEVDIS data and the primary point of contact for enquiries, errors and corrections.



Access to and use of data provided through the PPSR is subject to the PPSR General Conditions of Use and applicable third party data conditions (which
can be obtained at www.ppsr.gov.au). To the extent permitted by law, all data provided through the PPSR is made available without any representation or
warranty of any kind (without limitation in respect to accuracy) and the Commonwealth, and our third party data providers (which includes any person
mentioned in the Third Party Data Conditions as providing information through the PPSR), have no liability to you in respect of any loss or damage that
you might suffer no matter how arising (including negligence) that is directly or indirectly related to the NEVDIS Data.

How to verify this certificate on the PPSR
You can use the search number from an original search (as shown on this certificate) to retrieve the original search results and to issue a copy of the
search certificate at https://transact.ppsr.gov.au/ppsr/Home. There is no fee, however this process will not provide any update to the information in the
original search.

Privacy and Terms and Conditions
The Australian Financial Security Authority is subject to the Privacy Act 1988 which requires that we comply with the Australian Privacy Principles
(APPs) set out in the Act. The APPs set out how Australian Government agencies should collect, use, store and disclose personal information and how
individuals can access records containing their personal information.

Access to and use of the PPSR is subject to the General Conditions of Use, as well as other relevant terms and conditions. All relevant terms and
conditions can be found at www.ppsr.gov.au

End of search certificate
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